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My dear dear Girl 
        How very much I love you!  There is scarcely a thing tha that I can think of when not 
actually busied with my duties here except my darling.  The instant I sit down to read or think 
she pokes her face in front of me & demands attention.  And I try in vain to read.  I must stop & 
think over again this new delight.  I know now what it is to be in love.  I have joked about it & 
sneered I am afraid at times at other people who were in love & who seemed to me awfully 
foolish but I am humble now.  The starch is completely taken out of me.  I looked for a letter 
Friday morning & Saturday morning.  None came.  On Saturday afternoon I thought O if Effie 
has written a letter & the dear thing is belated & is not going to reach me until after Sunday.  
Saturday afternoon the man who attends to the mail did not appear at the usual time nor for some 
time & I finally went to supper without the letter.  There was still one chance.  Miss Elder[,] one 
of the old maids[,] generally brings over to supper any mail that has not been distributed & gives 
it out to the students etc.  I hung lots upon that hope.  I went to Supper & asked Miss Elder if she 
had any mail for me & she said no.  I don’t know whether I looked disappointed or not but I felt 
so for I was about sure you would write during the week.  I never suspected any game and sat 
down at my place & talked along as usual.  Soon I turned over my plate which was upside down 
(I might have suspected from that for it was unusual but I am not suspicious generally) & there it 
was.  O my darling you cant imagine how happy it made me.  I have been hoping for that all day 
long.  In the morning I had deferred my tramp with the zoologists on purpose to get the mail & 
no letter from you.  In the afternoon the mail was not received as usual & I waited & waited.  
Then the “no” of Miss Elder just about finished me.  I don’t think I did much more than quietly 
& calmly put it in my pocket, but the faces of those two women plainly showed that they smelled 
a very large mouse.  I don’t care.  I shan’t tell them explicitly how it is but I don’t mind their 
knowing.   

I said I would tell you about them.  They are both very nice & not old at all[,] thirty or 
somewhere thereabouts.  They like me & take the greatest care of me.  In fact I believe they will 
spoil me.  We three & Mr. Peters[,] a chemist[,] here have a little table of our own and enjoy our 
meals very much.  I am sure that Miss Elder & Miss Weed have not meant to pry into my affairs 
at all but I don’t wonder at this wanting to know whether or no I am engaged and drawing 
inferences from my mail returns which Miss Elder[,] who is clerk & does most of the office 
work[,] has a chance to see unless I should have my mail sent to the city & go there for it.  This 
would not be possible.  I don’t lay it up against them that they are interested because I do not 
think it is a real gossipy interest which I despise.  (I meant to put this passage in after I had 
written about some things in your letter but it seemed to go well there so I let it slip in almost 
before I knew it.  Now I will commence my letter over again — so much by the way of preface.) 
    And now first of all about Mr. Zerfass etc.  My own darling Mr. Zerfass has caused me 
more of trouble than I could tell you.  Often & often in Baltimore I have suffered real torture[,] 
not of jealousy properly speaking for I understand that to refer to a fear that some one who loves 
you will cease to love you for some one else who turns up later, but of a fear lest you might 
seeing so much of Mr Z. come to love him.  I know darling that you often said things from which 
I extracted great comfort & hope about the purely friendly character of your mutual relations, but 
yet while I did not know your feelings I could never know that you might not come to love him.  



I may be wrong but I do believe that there is very great chance that people who are thrown much 
together & are deeply interested in one another will come to feel real love.  Love is really started 
in that way.  Our own has been.  And so while I felt sure from your own words & from the frank 
way in which you always wrote to me about Mr. Z & the way that you & he went about together 
that you were really only inspired by friendly feeling & a spirit of sincere desire to help him. 
There would come cloudy times when the doubts would come & wouldn’t I be blue? I didn’t 
know Mr. Z & do not feel now that I do but some how Effie I dreaded that lest he should care for 
you & ask you to marry him & you should have become his wife.  I could not resist this dread.  It 
took hold upon me at times so fiercely but I generally fought it off & fully believed in you.  Now 
I do not think there would have been any thing wrong in your marrying Mr. Z. but still some how 
I could not help feeling that he was not just the man for you and that you might not see this.  
Darling are you understanding me.  It is very hard to write about such a thing as this, & not 
watch your face to see whether you take me aright.  Now do not think that in all this I lacked 
confidence in you or criticized your choice of friends but I could not think from what I had seen 
& heard of Mr. Z that he could or would ennoble or elevate you tho I did feel sure that you 
exerted a good influence over him & saw so much of him not because you loved him but in that 
spirit to which you have referred in your letters.  Well feeling in that way about it I was tolerably 
easy most of the time tho I was always expecting that some of the [ill.] of one of the Stoddarts or 
some body else would get his eyes open wide enough to find out what a prize was offered to be 
striven for.  I may some time tell you all about my follies in this direction or rather my anxieties 
but now I must finish what I have to say about Mr. Z.  I could not feel jealous of Mr. Zerfass all 
this time for I realized perfectly that I had no right to any such feeling.  There was no reason so 
far as I had any claim why you should not love Mr. Z. if you wanted to & so I did not allow 
myself to feel anything except that torturing uncertainty.  I believe at that time I should have felt 
better if I had actually known that you were in love with him so weak was I.  But Effie[,] my 
own darling[,] just the instant I found out that you loved me that & all other phantoms vanished 
into thin air and I don’t care a cent how much you go out with gentlemen so far as any jealousy 
is concerned.  So long as I feel sure of your love I haven’t the slightest fear of your proving 
faithless.  I believe too much in you.  I think that I know you.  I do, unless you are ten thousand 
times deeper than I give you credit for & have been playing the most tremendous game for very 
low stakes.  No my darling you need not fear any hesitancy in seeing Mr. Z. so far as I am 
concerned for I believe every word you say about the character of your feeling toward him.  And 
do not class me with those who criticized your conduct formerly.  I did not do so but understood 
& honored you for it but I did sometimes dread what seemed to me a possible result.  And so if 
you like to see Mr. Z. or feel that you can help him do not think that I shall be worried about 
your love for me.  I cannot doubt that & believe in human sincerity at the same time.  But I do 
think Effie since you ask me my advice as to your relations with Mr. Z. (I do not know how 
much you see of him but assume that it is more than a calling acquaintance that you refer to now) 
I do think that you ought to tell him of your engagement frankly or else to discourage his visits 
and let him see that he has no chance.  I think so for this reason.  You say you can see he does 
not care for you — you cannot possibly know this.  He may not now but may come to.  I am 
more skeptical than ever upon the Platonic friendship matter.  One or the other party is in danger.  
You know how awfully he felt about Emma Bray.  He has the power & intense feeling & 
suppose he should not find out for some time how you are engaged & have been loving you.  It 
would cause great unhappiness all around.  Now darling do not misunderstand me.  You know 
that I perfectly trust you & believe that you love me as I do you with an all absorbing passion & 



that I shall believe that any thing you do in the matter is done by you according to your best 
light.  But I do feel that if Mr. Z. is at all attentive he ought to know just how you are situated.  I 
know that it will not be an easy thing to tell him.  It will be particularly hard for a woman to tell 
it to a man.  I don’t know how it can be done or whether it can be done at all but I should in my 
own case in a similar position want to be in possession of such a fact as that.  I do not to think 
that a girl as soon as she is engaged to be married ought to be universally shunned & I haven’t 
the least patience with such people as Mr. Schenck who is so absurdly jealous about their wives 
or betrothed.  I haven’t the least wish that you should have a secluded life like some nun[,] the 
bride of Christ waiting in her convent cell[,] death the wedding march to her which is to draw her 
out of her seclusion.  I want you to have & enjoy every thing that is useful for you to build you 
up intellectually or physically just as I always have & always shall.  Now you understand how I 
feel about you?  I have done all I can just[,] tried to tell you just how I look at this matter and 
now I leave it entirely to you  to do just what you believe right with this caution you cannot 
possibly be certain that there is no danger to Mr. Z. provided he does not understand that you are 
engaged.   

I didn’t mean to have devoted so much space to this but I felt that I must make my self 
plain lest you might think I had some personal dislike toward him 
      There is one other thing I want to speak about before I begin to tell you about my own every 
day affairs & that is our letters.  I cant get along with one a week.  I thought I could but 
miscalculated.  Wont you please try very hard to squeeze in time enough to write me two 
letters[,] one on Sunday & one on Wednesday to be mailed on Wednesday night so as to be sure 
of getting here before Sunday?  That isn’t too much to ask now is it[?]  You can certainly find 
time to write to me twice a week.  You would let me call twice a week if I were in the city & we 
could have the bliss would you not?  I look for your letters o so hungrily & you seem to imply 
that you don’t object to my writing more than once a week.  By the middle of the week I get so 
that I feel I must write to you even if it isn’t a long letter.  And as to our being “soft & foolish” as 
you say I do not call it by that name.  I love you so very very much & feel it so very much all the 
time I can not help telling you so over & over again.  It relieves me some what.  I can’t & shan’t 
keep my feelings out of my letters to you & shall feel badly if you do so far restrain your self as 
to write such barren letters as yours used to be.  Why darling I used to go over your letters time 
& time again hunting for the least scrap of sentiment that in the least applied to me but I couldn’t 
find a scrap.  You narrated your incidents in the most cold blooded way and almost never [ill.] 
any thing even so tame and common place as that I might share it with you.  That was alright 
then.  You were precisely right but times have changed now & “it is different.”  Tho’ I know that 
you do long to see me it makes it less hard to bear the separation to have you tell me that you are 
feeling the same pain which I feel.  O Effie it makes me crazy to think on the joy of our meeting 
but I don’t dare to.  It makes it seem such a desert from now to then.   

                   But let us come down to every day matters.  First of all to the anomaly of my not rooming in 
the dormitory.  I had at first supposed that I should have to do so of course but I do not & find 
that I have no particular difficulty.  I have two screws upon the boys.  They know that I have 
absolute power in my end[,] that I can turn any body out of at any moment & keep them out just 
as long as I please.  Then they know that the whole dormitory system is not in favor with the 
powers & that the faculty would like an excuse to close it & the make the boys all room in town 
as very many do now.  So they are bound to be moderate from motive of self interest.  But more 
than that there is no class spirit here so that hazing scrapes are not thought of and the men are 
most of them here at a sacrifice to themselves and mean business.  I don’t watch them very 



much.  They are mostly honorable fellows and take care of themselves.  I am informed about 
some of the bad ones & keep an eye on them but haven’t as yet had the slightest trouble.  I don’t 
expect to have any.  I shall make an example of the first offenders but hope that there wont be 
any first.  I don’t like police duty but the pill was so sugar coated that I swallowed it without a 
grimace.  I don’t go into the building some times for two or three days.  One night I spent ten 
minutes there.  But I go there in the evening & listen for any noise or sound of mischief & so 
long as all is quiet I take it easy.  I am pretty sure that they boys like me & have confidence in 
me & I have some of the most troublesome ones in some of my classes which will give me an 
additional hold upon them.  I guess that you are now pretty fairly informed about my 
surroundings here & the work I have to do in general.  I will try & tell you some thing about the 
people I see each day.  In the first place there is Professor Barnes.  Barnes is a man of about my 
age.  He is taller & slender[,] not much if any heavier than I.  He is of the blond type tho his hair 
is dark[,] not quite so dark as mine.  His complexion is fair & he has a scanty mustache & sides.  
He is a very busy & active person[,] well informed in his department & taking an interest in 
every thing.  He studied some time[,] I know not how long[,] at Harvard upon his specialty 
Botany.   He does not seem to have the least jealousy about my building up the zoological 
department but on the contrary he does every thing in his power to help me & has made a very 
equitable division of all the things pertaining to the two departments which he used to control in 
common.  You may not perhaps fully appreciate how very pleasant all this is for me for he could 
with the disposition of some men throw every thing in my way to prevent my outstripping him.  
This he does not seem inclined to do but seems glad to have me do the utmost I can & to profit 
by the stimulus which this furnishes to his own work.  In all our talks about forming & 
strengthening the biological department here he speaks as tho there would be no lack of backers 
& as tho we might expect to have here the best biological department from Ann Arbor to 
Baltimore & to draw many students who would other wise go to those places.  In all my relations 
with the school I am the equal in authority & voice on all faculty questions with any of the 
professors.  At least they have all the time made me feel that way and I can see that they feel that 
way too in spite of the fact that I come among them upon a much smaller salary this year due to 
their financial difficulties.  For they have not had an appropriation now for two years.  I am glad 
I came when I did for it gives me just one year to start in building up my end of a fine 
department.  I have already told you that I have every thing that I can possibly desire in the way 
of Laboratory & equipment.  Prof Barnes is married and lives over in Lafayette.  His mother 
lives with him.  I took dinner with him last Friday night and was disappointed to find that his 
wife had gone away to Toledo for a short visit.  His mother is a very intelligent woman & I had a 
very pleasant visit & with them attended the Parlor Club[,] a club of older folks who meet every 
two weeks during the winter to talk over some subject[,] one presenting a formal paper on the 
subject & then the rest following it with an informal debate.  There were present several 
members of the faculty[:] Professor Thompson of Industrial Art, Goss of Mechanics[,] Warder of 
Chemistry.  Thompson is an elderly man[,] mild in his manner but gentle & kindly in his 
disposition.  His is one of those sunny natures that do one so much good by a sort of radiation of 
their own kindliness to every one about them.  Goss is a young man of about my build and age 
and he has formerly had this work in the dormitories which now belongs to me.  He is but 
recently married & on this plea he dropped it.  I do not think he will be as interesting as professor 
Thompson to me for while very pleasant & genial he is more commonplace in his aspirations & 
not so well informed.  I think I shall get some good art thoughts from Professor Thompson.  But 
more refreshing than either of them I imagine is Warder[,] the prof of Chemistry.  He is a quaker 



& seems a thoroughly original man.  He thinks freshly on things & it is an inspiration to talk with 
him.  He is older than Goss[,] 35 I should imagine[,] & seems to be thinking about something all 
the time.  He seems one of those originals[,] dont you know[,] who are always breaking out with 
something new & fresh & astonishing you.  These are the men whom I shall see most of the 
time.  I suspect President Smart is young[,] 35 or 40[,] tall[,] not heavy[,] sandy mustache & 
siders[,] light hair.  He is quick[,] nervous[,] a good [ill.] & understands men pretty well.  He is a 
busy man & I have not had much time to get into him.  Besides these there are some others.  
Smith[,] a Kentuckian[,] the conservative member of the faculty but a good natured man & a 
fellow of mind.  Stevens[,] the professor of Mathematics[,] [ill.] fifty or so and not easy to get far 
into I imagine[;] Latta[,] the professor of agriculture[,] & some younger men.  I may tell you 
about them some time if they become interesting to me but for the present I will undertake to 
decide for you that you do not care to make their acquaintance unless perhaps one[,] Stahl[,] who 
is a U.S.N. man[,] & might [ill.] steal away your heart & then what should poor I do then[,] poor 
thing.  No I won’t introduce you to Stahl at present.  I have not yet found a dog to take Mr. Lee’s 
place & am of course lonely in consequence.  I suspect I shall continue lonely my darling until 
you come here to brighten me up.  Shan’t I scheme for that at the earliest moment[?]  Don’t you 
suppose I am tired of this gypsey life?  I should think so.  Yesterday I went out with my students 
or at least with four of them & we paddled in the water & collected vorticella and a whole lot of 
other things for my students to use in the classes this week.  I felt like Beaufort once more to be 
in the water even tho it was not the salt water.  I was out all the morning & got home only just in 
time for dinner.  I was pretty well tired out in the afternoon for the night before I was up till after 
twelve & we must rise here so very early in the morning.  This morning I got at a Chickering 
Square piano in the hall of one of the Boys Societies & played for over two hours.  How I 
thought of you as I played over some of the things that you have played for me so often or we 
had played together.  I think darling that I could now make you [ill.] off some your objections to 
playing things for me which you have not polished by long practice.  How I should like to try the 
experiment.  It was the first music I had had since I left you.  I wish I could have a piano.  That 
would hardly be a luxury but is almost a necessary for I am honestly almost dependent upon a 
piano.  And now darling the chapel bell is ringing & I am going to chapel & after that to mail this 
in the hope that it will go out tonight & then it will be with you on Tuesday morning.  Answer it 
[ill.] wont you?  O my love how can I let you go & yet I must.  It is lucky that there are stern 
rules outside ourselves at such times as this or we should give way completely.  Goodbye 
Goodbye my darling Effie.  I long so to see you.  The pictures do me so much good but O I 
criticize them dreadfully.  They are so unsatisfactory compared with the original.  I was never so 
critical of a photograph before.  I got Lotties letter & wrote to her thanking her for it.  How 
happy I am.  Truly God is very good to us.  Now good bye dearest in good earnest 
     Very very lovingly yours 
                       Harry 
 
 
 


